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Abstract. For contouring of large objtCt surfaces by means of electron ic 
speckle pattern interferometry divergent illuminations were used . A method to 
shift dual illumination beams was employed to obtain contour fringes. The 
relationship between the fringes and object depth does not have the same form as 
in the case of collimated illwninations. It shows that the original measurement 
data can be corrected. Theoretical analysis and experimental results arc presented 
which are in agreement with each other. 

1. Introduction 
A currently developed double-pulse electronic speckle interferometry technique 

is well suited for studying vibrations, especially transient ones [1 - 2]. For three
dimensional vibration analysis the shape of the object should be known. The 
information about the object shape can be obtained through either a Moire, a fringe 
pattern projection, a holographic interferometry or an electronic speckle pattern 
interferometry (ESPI) method. It is relatively simple to measure the defonnation or 
vibration and the shape of an object by using one ESPI system. Moreover, the 
sensitivity in an ESP I contouring system can be easily controlled and continuously 
changed. The sensitivity vector in our system is situated along the view direction, 
which provides simple fringe interpolation. 

For large surface topography divergent illumination is useful. It minimizes the 
size, the complexity and also the cost of equipment for the measurements. It is also 
flexible enough to measure objects with different sizes. In existing dual-beam ESPI 
contouring methods. either a collimated [3-5] or a divergent beam [6-7] is used for 
illuminating the test object. The contour interval in a dual-beam ESP I arrangement 
with collimated illumination is d=).f(208sinO), where A is the wavelength of the 
illumination. 8 is the illumination angle and 00 is the angle change of the object tilting 
[8] or of the beam [9] between two exposures. However, when divergent illumination 
is used, this relation is no longer valid. 

A theoretical analysis of ESP I contouring with divergent dual-beam illumination 
is given in this paper. The measured phase data are not only object depth dependent 
but also object dimension dependent. To obtain the correct infonnation on the 
object depth a numerical method should ideally be introduced to solve the complex 
fonnula. But in most cases the measured phase can either be experimentally or 
analytically corrected with some approximations. These approximations were 
employed in our experiments and will be discussed in detail in this paper. In the 
chosen experimental configuration the illumination beams were shifted; however, 
the analysis would also apply if the object was tilted. 
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2. Theoretical layout 
The basic principle of ESP I can be found, for example, in [10, 1 t] . Two intensity 

patterns of speckle images at two states of the object are recorded using television or 
charge coupled device (CeD) camera techniques. The correlation between these two 
states can be mapped by correlation fringes from electronic or digital subtraction or 
addition of the two intensity patterns. The phase difference between these states is 
manifested in the fringes. The principle can be applied for deformation or vibration 
analysis as wen as for contouring. \Vhen this phase difference is related to the depth 
of the object, the shape of the object can be obtained from the fringe pattern. In the 
following we give a geometrical analysis of the relationship between the phase 
difference and the depth of the object leading to contouring, by dual-beam ESPI 
based on shifting divergent illumination beams. 

The object is illuminated by two spherical waves from either side symmetrically 
about the view direction Z, as shown in figure 1. 0 is the origin of the coordinate 
system, ~1 is an arbitrary point on the test surface, and N is a reference point which is 
located on the axis Z close to the object surface; r is the position vector from point N 
to M and can be written as r=(x,Y, %-%11)' P is the viewpoint which is located on the 
Z axis; a is the position vector from point P to M. K, and K2 are the unit direction 
vectors of the waves from sources SI and 8 2 to M, respectively; 11 and 12 are the path 
lengths from the sources to point M and 10 is the path length from one source to point 
N. The coordinates of each point are 8 1(x •• O,O) . Sl( -x"O,O), N(O,O'%II)' M(x,y,z), 
P(O.O.z,) and 0(0.0.0). The phases associated with the optical paths from the sources 
to the viewpoint P passing point M, t/ll and t/l2' are given by 

21t 
4>, =T(/' +1-1). 

2" 4>'=T(/,+lal). (1 ) 

where..(. is the wavelength of illumination and /al is the scalar magnitude of a . They 
can also be represented as multiplication of vectors: 

2" 4>, =T[(Io, +r)' K, + lall. 

2" 4>, =T[(Io, + r)' K, +laI1. (2) 

Y1' 
I X 

. -' N z 
' i,; 

Figure 1. Geometry of divergent dual-beam illumination. 
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where 101 and 102 are the vectors from sources 8 1 and 8 2 to the reference point N. 
respectively; they have the same magnitude 10 (see figure 2). The phase of the 
interference between these two rays then has the form 

(3) 

After the beams (or, in other words, the sources) are shifted. the phase is changed to 

2", 
<1>' =T [I~. 'K'. - I~, · K, + r' (K'. - K,)). (4) 

The phase difference between these two conditions is then 

6<1> = <1>' - <I> 

(5) 

where 6K. =(K'. - K.), 6K, =(K, - K,). and C(~ •• ~,. 8 •• 8,)= (I~ •. K'. - I.,' K, 
-'01' KI + 102 ' K2 ) which is an angle.dependent parameter (see Appendix A). ell is 
the angle between KI and the X-Z plane; el2 is the angle between K2 and the X- Z 
plane. 81 is the angle between the projection of KI on the X- Z plane and Z axis; 82 is 
the angle between the projection of K2 on the X-Z plane and Z axis. [n practice. 
sources 8 1 and 8 2 are two reflected images of one point source. When this point 
source is shifted by AS, 8 1 or Sl introduces a shift of ~Sl or ASz, respectively, and 
165.1=165,1=1651. The schematic geometry of dual-beam shifted contouring is 
partially shown in figure 2 (alJ parameters corresponding to source 8 1.90 is the angle 
between 101 or 101 and the Z axis . [n principle aU parameters of CI •• el2 • 810 81 • AKI and 
AKl in equation (5) are functions of the location of point M on the object. The 
measured phase ACl> is not simply related to r. To obtain an accurate result a 
numerical solution to equation (5) should be taken. But in practical experiments we 
can easily set some conditions to simplify the parameter relations in this equation. 

Normally the shift of the source is some hundred micrometres. which is much 
smaller than the dimension of the optical set.up. When the source is shifted in the X-

y 

x 
M(X,y,z) 

~~AS~.~ __ ~I.L!~~---"f: S., 
· J· .. .... .. . e~ r ~ 
- , , - "- .-,'. 'i -' 

I 00 

NCO.O~ z 

Figure 2. Geometry of dual-beam shifted contouring. 
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Z plane and the direction of the shift is perpendicular to the principal ray of the 
illumination, we obtain (see Appendices A and B): 

6<1>= - 2~S {cosa. sin (0. +00 ) +cosa, sin (0, +00 ) 

+ x. (cosal cos1 61 + COS (11 cos2 ( 2) 
Z 

+ z. [sin(20.)cosa. +sin(20,)Cosa,l} 
22 

2,,68 {x , , +-- - (COSCI, cos 81 -c05(11 cos (2) 
). :: 

(

Sina I COSIX I sin a:l COSlXl ) 

+ycosOo «x_x,)'+::')" ' «x+x.)'+z')'12 

_ z-z. [cos a, sin (20.) + cosa, sin (20,)l} 
2:: 

= 6<1>(x.y. z) . (6) 

where (II =IX.(X,Y. z), IX): =Cll(X,Y, %), 81 =OI(X, z) and O2 =02(X, z) . This equation 
can still only be evaluated numerically. If the dimension of the measuring object is 
much smaller than the distance between the source and the object (i.e. %n » lrl or 
% ... » 1%1. lYl. Iz-zlIIl. to anow COSa:l;;COSa:l~l. sincz):::sincz2::::0, 0l;;arctan 
[(x,-x)/zJ and 0,::: arctan [(x.+x)/zJ. equation (6) approximates to (Appendices A 
and B): 

,<I>::: - 2,,68 [sin (0, +00 ) + sin (0, + 00 ) + x. (cos' o. + cos' 0,) + sin (0. + 0,) cos (0, - 0,) 1 
l Zn _ 

_ 2~8 sin (0 , +O,)[",in(O,-O,)+(2-z,)cos(O,-O,)=6<1>(x.::). (7 ) , 

The phase is now a linear function of z and a nonlinear function of x. With this 
approximation the phase corresponding to only the object depth (z coordinate) can 
be easily obtained by experimentally or analytically correcting the raw measured 
phase. 

2.1. Experimental correction 
If we make a measurement of a plane which is normal to the view direction and is 

located at ~ = %., the phase of this measurement is 

where C(911 8.z) represents the first term in equation (7). This phase information is 
saved as a calibration of the system. In the case of a symmetric and col1imated 
illumination (8 1 =8.z), C(OI +O.z) is a constant . The measurement data afe homo~ 
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geneous over the whole field. When the measured phase is ACl) the corrected phase 
can be obtained through 

"'01>, = "'OI>(z = z.) - "'01> 

2,,"'S 
= (z-z.)sin(O, +O,)co.(O,-O,). 

.!z. 
(9) 

2.2. Analytical correction 
The phase can be analytically corrected if the measuring area (X, Y coordinates) 

and system parameters (i .e . x" z. and AS) are already known. For example, 

2" 2,,"'S M),= y C(O,.O,) - .!z xsin(O,+O,).in(O,-O,)-"'OI>(x). (10) 
• 

where 8 1, 82 and C(8 1o (2) are functions of x only. which can be well defined. After 
correction the depth of the object can be obtained through 

h=z-z • 

and the contour interval (the depth difference 
difference) in the corrected data is then 

d= .!z. 
"'Ssin(O, +O,)cos(O,-O,) 

(II a) 

corresponding to a 2Jt phase 

(lib) 

For a symmetric and collimated illumination (0 1 =82 =°0 , AO I =1102 = AOo = (AS) 
cos80/%,,}, we have (a constant is omitted): 

(12) 

and 

(\3 a) 

A 
d= I 2"'0. sin O. 

(\3 b) 

which are the same as described in [9]. 

3. Experimental results 
The experimental arrangement is shown in figure 3. An 80m\V frequency

doubled Nd +YAG laser (1=(}S33 J.lm) was used as a coherent illumination source. 
The divergence of the laser beam was controlled by a lens. To produce correlation 
fringes the mirror before the beam splitter was shifted after the first exposure. In 
order to keep the source shift in the perpendicular direction to the principal ray. the 
lens was shifted along the optical axis to compensate for the axial shift introduced by 
shifting the mirror. The aperture was chosen so that the speckle size on the ceD 
chip was about one pixel size (in our case it was 11 f.lm) to obtain the best contrast for 
the correlation fringes. The images acquired by the CeD camera were processed by 
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Figure 3. Set.up for ESPI contouring employing divergent beams. 

a personal computer (PC) with a frame grabber board. To obtain a symmetric 
curvature difference on the object surface, the path lengths of two illumination 
beams should be the same, and the angle between the principal ray of each of the 
beams and the view direction should also be the same. In addition, both principal 
rays and their shifts should be in one plane. In this case, the sensitivity vector of the 
measurement or the contour plane is along the view direction and the fringe 
interpretation is simple. Referring to the theoretical analysis in the last section, the 
measured phase should be corrected to give true information about the object 
contour. 

For 8n object field of 139mmxll8mm we chose %.=1201·6mm and 
x.=614-9mm to set the condition z.»AS and Ir\ which allows measured data to 
be corrected experimentally or analytically. The system was calibrated by taking a 
set of measurements of a reference plane corresponding to different measurement 
sensitivities. i.c. different shifts of the beam, before formal measurements were 
made. The reference plane was normal to the viewing direction and located at the 
intersection between the principal rays of two beams. Under collimated illumin
ation. the phase of the measurement is homogeneous over the whole field, but this is 
not the case for divergent illumination. The wrapped phase of the measurement of a 
rcference plane with a beam shift of lOOJ.Ll11 (AS= l00~m) is shown in figure'" with a 
27'1 ° angle between the principal ray and the view direction (00 ,.,27'1°). The phase 
was calculated with the phase-shifting method. The phase shifting in one illumin
ation beam was introduced by a piezoelectric-transducer (PZT)-driven mirror. 
Because each ray in a divergent beam has a different reflection angle on the mirror, 
the mirror shift introduces different phase shifting for each ray. To eliminate this 
source of error, a Carre phase-shifting algorithm was used. This requires four phase. 
stepped measurements. i.e., 

I ,(.x,y) =a(.x,y) +b(.x, y) cos [M>(.x,y) - 3C(.x,y)/2J, 

I l(.x,y) = a(.x, y) + b(.x,y) cos ["'<I>(.x,y) -C(.x,y)/2J, 

I ,(.x,y) = a(.x, y) +b(.x,y) cos ["'<I>(.x,y) + C(.x, y)/2J, 

I.(.x,y) = a(.x,y) +b(.x,y) cos ["'<I>(.x, y) + 3C(.x, y)/2J , (14) 
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\\ hert: '. (.\. Y) (I = 1 . 2. 3. -+ ) ;He the intcnsi ties of the fOllr nH:'ISU ren1cnts at 1 ht: image 
PUII1( (x.y) , o (x .y) is th~ Illt'an inte n s ity and b(x,y ) is the intensity modu lation . 
6 $ (.\',-,,) is the phasl.: to be m eas ured, and ( . \' .y) is the phase sh ifr. T he phase Gill be 
t)bt~linl:d frolll these four equations <1 :0; 

ta n (6<1» = {[3 (1 , - J ,) - (I, - J .~l(l , - J ,) + (I , - J. )]:' , 
(I, + J ,) - (I, + J.) ( 1 5) 

T o dl'tl'rminc the phase modulo 2TC. the s igns of quantities proport ional to s in (6.<1)) 
and (.;os (L\<I» Illu s t be ex amined (121- After ;111 ed ge- preserving li h cri ng and an 
integratio n urthe 2rr amhiguities . the phase data for the calibrati on WCfC stored in th e 
compu ter . The pscudo- three-dim en sio nal (3 D ) plo t is shown in fi gure 5. The tcst 
objec t t h t:n n:plat:t:d thc rderenct: plane with its neares t point to the \· icwpoint jll~t 
tOll!.:hing thc referen ce pla n e (sce figure 6). :\ ti lt e t.! plane sli r fan' was !.:hoscn <.IS :.I 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 10. Contour maps of (a) the raw measurement and (6) its compensation. 

simple object and the measured area was chosen to be the same as in the calibration. 
After making a measurement with the same sensitivity (.4.S= 100 !lm), we obtained 
the raw phase map shown in figure 7. The fringes have different spacings from one 
part of the surface to another owing to the different curvatures of the wavefronts on 
the surface. The pseudo-3D plot is shown in figure 8. The surface is curved in this 
representation. A compensation can be made by simply subtracting the data from the 
previous stored data. This represents the departure of the object surface from the 
reference plane. The compensated data is graphically presented in figure 9. Contour 
maps of the raw measurement and its correction are given in figures 10 (a) and (6). 
The depth difference between two adjacent contour Hnes is 3'3 mm. The contour 
lines have non-equal spacing in the raw measurement but nearly equal spacing in the 
compensation. Unfortunately, the noise in the corrected data is slightly greater than 
that in the uncorrected data because it is a combination of the noise from two 
measurement!. An analytical compensation for the measurement data was made 
with a computer program according to equation (10), in which the input experi-
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mental parameters were ). =0'S33 Jim, x, = 614'9 mm, =. = 1201-6 mm, t1S= 100 Jim, 
and the maximum x coordinate and the maximum y coordinate of the measured area 
were 69·5 and 59 mm, respectively. The difference between the analytically corrected 
data and a simulated wedge data is graphically shown in figure t t. The slight waves 
in the graphics probably resulted from detection nonlinearities [12]. The root mean 
square (r.m .s.) value of this difference was about 0'2t mm . The r .m .s. value of the 
difference between the experimentally corrected data and the simulated data was 
about 0-46 mm . Taking the difference between equations (6) and (7) we obtain the 
maximum phase error, which was less than 5% in this experiment. This includes a 
2% error from the first term and a 5% error from the second term in equation (5), 
where ZD was about 20 times greater than Irl. When ZII is 10 times greater than Irl, the 
phase error will be about 12%. 

As an example, a face model was used as a complex object. The measurement area 
under divergent illumination was about 80 mm x 110mm. The 3D representation 
and the contour map of the test surface were obtained by using the experimental 
method described above (see figures 12 (a) and (b)). The depth difference between 
two neighbouring contour lines was 3·Omm. 

4. Discussion and conclusion 
The above analysis shows that the measured phase has a complicated dependence 

on the coordinates of a test object when divergent illumination is employed. To 
obtain exact contour information about the object a numerical solution should be 
taken . If some experimental conditions are satisfied, for example if the illumination 
geometry is much greater than the object dimensions and the source shift, which is 
true in most practical cases, the measured phase can be corrected analytically or 
experimentally. In the present work these corrections were made with two orders of 
approximation: (i) %1I»llS, and (il) %n»lrl . The first approximation is always true 
because ZII is at least 103 times greater than llS. but the second one should be 
considered carefully. 

With these approximations the Y component in equation (6) disappears. This 
means that a divergent illumination has little effect on the measurement data in the Y 
direction , which is perpendicular to the plane on which the sources, their shifts and 
the viewpoint are located . Measurement of 8 plane tilted in the Y direction is shown 
in figure 13 (a). The line spacing is nearly fixed without correction. The slight 
Curvature in the contour lines results from the influence of the X component in 
equation (7). It can be corrected by using the above methods. An analytically 
corrected result is shown in figure 13 (b). 

A correction for divergent illumination needs to be considered when the 
difference of the wavefront curvatures on the object is significantly large. From our 
experiments this is the case when the data from the measurement of the reference 
plane are significantly larger than the noise contributions in the experimentally 
corrected data. Otherwise, equation (13) can be approximately applied to the case of 
divergent illumination. 

In order to shift the illumination beams the lens can be shifted in a direction 
perpendicular to the optical axis (see figure 3), as in the case of collimated 
iI1umination [5]. However, the correlation between two speckle patterns before and 
after the wavefront change is reduced very fast when the shift is increased. This can 
be observed by viewing real-time subtraction fringes. However, the problem 
becomes much smaller when a mirror shift is employed instead of a lens shift. 
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• 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 13. A contour rnapof a vertically tilted wedge (a) without and (6) with compensation. 

Appendix A 
Parameter C(crll a 2 • Ot. 82 ) 

The parameter C(alo(ll. 810 92) was defined in section 2 as 

q«,,«,.O,. 0,)=(1., . K', -I.,· K,-Io, • K, + 10 , ' K,). (A I) 

Refening to figure A t we have 

KI = (cos CIt sin 01' sin (l1. cos (I. cos 8t ), 

Kl = [cos (12 sin ( - ( 2), sin al. cos 1%2 cos ( - ( 2)), 

K't = (cos OCt sin fll • sin cr'l. COla't cos 0'1). 

K, = [cos cx', sin ( - 0',), sin cx',. co. «', cos ( - 0',)). 

(A 20) 

(A 2b) 

(A2e) 

(A2d) 
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y .. 

z 

Figure A 1. Vector geometry of dual-beam contouring . 

wh('re all angles are assumed to be positive, and 

and 

and 

6S, =(6Scos 90 , 0, 6Ssin 90 ), 

6S, = [6S cos (-90 ),0, 6Ssin (-90 )], 

101 =( -x" 0, Zn), 

102 = (x,. 0, Zn), 

1;)1 =( -x,- 6Scos 90 , 0, z. -6Ssin 90 ), 

1~2 = (x. - AS cos 90 , O. Zn + AS sin 90 ), 

II =(X-X,.y,Z), 

12 = (X+X"Y. Z), 

1', = [(X-X,) -6Scoseo,Y, z-6Ssin90 l. 
I~ = [(x+x,)-6Scos 90 ,Y, z+6Ssin 90]. 

Y 
tana l =[ )2 2]1 /2' (x-x, +Z 

Y 
tana2=[( )' ']1/" X+X, +Z 

, Y 
tan a, = n , ( [(x-x,-6Scosuo) + z 6S sin 90 )']1/" 

, Y 
tana = l"'S . n )2]1 /21 , [(x+x,-6Sco090 ) +(z+" smuo 

X -x 
tan 6. =2...--, 

z 

" x.+x tan 172=-- ' z 

1649 

(A3a) 

(A3b) 

(A4a) 

(A4b) 

(A4c) 

(A4d) 

(AS a) 

(A Sb) 

(A Sc) 

(ASd) 

(A6a) 

(A6b) 

(A6c) 

(A6d) 

(A6.) 

(A6f) 
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(J', _ x.-x+IlScosOo 
lan, - 'S ' O' Z-u sm 0 

11 
_ x,+x-AScosBo 

Ian ,- .s . ° . 
Z+L.Jo sm 0 

o x, 
tan 0=-' 

z. 
For AS«~.x •• we have 

and 

• [(x - x, -!J.S co. 0.)' + (z -!J.S sin 00 )']'" 
cos cr l = ;2 1 1 I l ' [(x-x,-!J.Sco.Oo) +y +( .. -!J.S.inOo) ] ' 

_ [(x-x,)'+z,]I/, 
= [(x-x,)' + y' + .. ']1/2 ' 

=C08«1. 

J [(x+x,- !J.Sco. 00)' + (z+ !J.Ssin 0.)']1/' 
C05111= • [(x + x, -!J.S cos 00)' + y' + (z +!J.S oin 00),],/2 

_ [(x+x,)'+ .. ']'" 
= [(x + x,)' + y' + z']I/" 

=COSi%l' 

. (11 0) (x,-x) .. ,+x, .. +!J.S(z,coSOO-X, 8inOo) 
5'"1+0= l' {[(x, - x +!J.S cos 00)' H .. - lJ.S sin 00) ](x: + z~)} 'Il 

_ (x,-x)zn+x,z 
= {[(x, _ x)' + .. '](x: + .. ~)} '" . 
=oin(O, +°0 ), 

. (x, +x)z. + %,2'-4S (%111 cos 00 -X, sin 80 ) 

510 (0', + 00) = {[(x, + x -!J.S cos 0.)' + (z +!J.S sin Oo)'](x: + z~)} '/2' 

(x, +x)z. + x,z 
-~--~;'~~-'~~7.0 
= {[(x, + x)' + .. '](x: + .. ~)} 1/" 

Therefore 
= sin (0, + 00)' 

e(er!. GIl. 81, ( 1 )::::: - x,(AB I cos 0: 1 cos 8, + 1161 cosetz cos ( 2 ) 

- z.(A81 cos a 1 sin 81 + &61 cos III sin ( 2 ) 

- lJ.S[cou,.in (0', + 00 ) +cou, sin (0', +0.)] 

~ -!J.S{~ (cos a, cos' 0, +cooa, coo' 0,) 

z 
+ 2: [oin (20,)cou, +sin (20,) cos a,] 

(A 6g) 

(A6h) 

(A 7 a) 

(A 7 b) 

(A 7 c) 

(A 7d) 

+ coo«, oin(O, + 00) + coo a, sin (0, +Oo)}. (A 8) 
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where 1'.8, =8', - 8, ;;;; t.S cos 8,/.0. t.82=82-8'2;;;;t.SC058, /.o. which have the same 
sign. 8', + 8, ;;;; 28, and 8', + 8, ;;;; 28, . If .0. » Irl. or in other words .0. » Ixl. 1>'1.1.0- .0.1. 
we could have cos a l ~ cos (12 ::::: 1, 9 1 ~ arctan ((x. - x) /zn1 and 62;;; arctan [(x. + x)/znJ. 
Equation (A 8) approximates to 

C(8,. 8,)::: - I'. J X, (cos' 0, +cos2 8,) +sin (8, + 8,) cos (8, -8,) vL.o. 
+ sin (8, +80 ) +sin (8, +80 ) J (A 9) 

\Vhen a symmetric and collimated illumination is employed, I.e., (11 =a2=O, 
6,=0,=00 and 1'.8,=1'.82=1'.00 • C(~,.a,.O,.02) is a constant. 

Appendix B 
Amount of r' (t.K, - t.K,) 

According to equation (A 2) we have 

t.K, -t.K2 = (K', - K,)-(K, - K2) 

-A91 COS (II sin 91 -A02 cosa2 sin 92), (B I) 

where cos a', ~ cos tX I , cos a2 ;;; cos (12. sin (a.'1 - tX 1) ~ tX'l - (%1 = 4tX I , sin «(12 - a2)::: a.'l 
-a, = t.~,. (a', +a,)/2;;;;a,. («,+«,)/2;;;;<<,. sin(8',-6,);;;;8',-6, =t.6" sin (8', 
- 6,);;;; 8'2 - 6, = t.6, . (8', + 6, )/2;;;; 6, and (8', + 6,)/2::: 6,. were used according to the 
condition IlS«z, x •. The second term in equation (5) is then obtained through 

r' (t.K, -t.K,);;;;t.S{; (cosa, cos' 8, -cosa, cos' 6,) 

( 
sintXlcos(ll sina2cosa2 ) 

+ Y cos 60 [(x-x,)' +%2]'" - [(x + x,)' +.0']'/2 

- %-%. [cos a, sin (26,)+ c08a,sin (26,)]}. (B2) 
2 .. 

where r = (x. Y • .0-.0.). t.6, ;;;; t.S cos 0, /... t.6,;;;; t.S cos 6,/.0. t.«, ;;;; t.s sin «, 
cos 60 /[(x-x,)' +%']'" and t.a, :::t.Ssin«, cos 60 /[(x + x,)' +%']'" were employed. 
If the condition %.»1'1 is satisfied, we get COstl1 ;;::COS al::: 1 and sin a l ~sin al ~O. 
Therefore 

When a symmetric and collimated illumination is employed. i.e., at =a2=O, 
0, =0,=00 and t.O, =t.6, =t.80 • a simple formula can be then obtained: 

(B4) 
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